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Jupiter: First DVB-CID monitoring tool
National Harbor, February 18, 2016 – TeamCast, the world-renowned leader
in digital modulation technologies for Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT),
Wireless Transmission and Satellite Applications, is introducing Jupiter, its new
OEM DVB-S/S2 satellite demodulator board equipped with DVB-CID features at
Satellite2016 show.
Jupiter offers a CID extraction capability so that a professional IRD using
Jupiter can identify the signal it is locked to, and can be used as a tool for
checking “on-the-fly” that the signal actually contains the CID data. Simple and
cost effective, Jupiter actually is THE solution for building satellite monitoring
systems including the CID checking feature.
"With this new OEM board, we help IRD developers to enlarge the set of
capabilities of their products, as an early response to the future requirements for
CID management in DSNG and other satellite applications in the coming years.”
says Christophe Trolet, Business Unit Manager at TeamCast. He adds: “it is
also the right tool to build monitoring systems for satellite operators willing to
fight interference”.
The Jupiter board will be demonstrated on TeamCast’s stand #2129.

About TeamCast:
TeamCast is a renowned and highly active member of the Digital TV ecosystem worldwide, with
innovative technology offerings based on a solid expertise in Satellite and Terrestrial Digital TV
transmission.
Created in 2003, and based at Rennes in France, TeamCast is deeply involved in the development,
definition and verification of numerous broadcasting standards.
Today, major clients in the Broadcasting Industry from 50 different countries invest their
confidence in TeamCast and its products. TeamCast has offices in Elmira (New York) and in
Singapore to support the development of its business in North America and Asia, and to provide
local sales and technical support services to its customers.
For more information: www.teamcast.com
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